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Getting 
them to 
bed
Diala 
Itani, 
founder, 
Little Ones
A routine is 

key, even on weekends and 
when you travel. Something 
along the lines of: announcing 
bedtime half an hour before so 
the child can mentally prepare 
for it; get them to pick a story or 
song for bedtime; brush teeth; 
wear pyjamas; maybe do some 
gentle breathing exercises; 
hug and kiss and say 
goodnight. If your child is afraid 
of the dark, leave a nightlight 
on or keep the bedroom door 
slightly open to the lit hallway. I 
recommend you don’t lie 
down with your child – they will 
get used to only sleeping if 
someone is there.

Always keep your tone and 
the atmosphere calm. If they 
get out of bed, simply reinforce 
that it’s bedtime and walk 
them back to bed calmly. Little 
Ones (70 861677, 70 091378)
www.littleones-leb.com

Shy 
children
Maya 
Chivi, 
Parenting 
Consultant
It’s normal 
for children 
to feel nervous in a new 
environment or around 
people they don’t know.

First, put yourself in their 
shoes, don’t make a fuss of 
their shyness. Second, try to 
avoid stereotyping, as boys 
can feel just as shy as girls. 
Third, after saying hello to 
everyone, help your child 
find close friends. And 
fourth, reassure your child 
that you are there by 
showing them where you 
will be sitting and tell them if 
you have to leave.
Maya Chivi (01 870286, 76 
933361)
www.mayachivi.com

Cyber 
safety
Darine 
el-Masri, 
president, 
Kidproof
Although the 
Internet is an 

incredible resource, kids also 
have to learn how to be safe. 
First, your child has to know 
they can come to you with any 
experience they have online. I 
encourage every family to sign 
a ‘Cyber Safety Family 
Agreement’ together, with 
rules that can include: I will only 
talk to friends online that I 
know, face-to-face; not give my 
personal information online; 
not to download files or 
material from the Internet 
without permission... A 
proactive and preventative 
approach can really help, and 
the more aware the parent is, 
the better. How to Protect your 
Kids Online workshops (01 

983833) 
www.
kidproofme.
com

Holiday 
homework
Sarah 
Taher, 

Etcetera – Educational 
Teaching Consultancy
You can have a more pleasant 
educational experience 
through the use of positive 
reinforcement, which we call 
‘Grandma’s rule’.

Any behaviour that is 
rewarded is likely to occur 
again, and because grannies 
are well-endowed with their 
conventional wisdom, they 
know best that children 
should get their cookies only 
after they finish their chores. In 
fact if conducted properly, 
reinforcement schedules train 
kids to be more motivated, 
productive and goal oriented: 
homework time becomes 
effortless and more fun! 
Etcetera (01 735841, 71 
579262)
www.etclearning.com

What 
to do 
when... 
... they won’t do their homework  
or timidity is taking over. Let the 
experts help


